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Yadin in Israel Exploration Journal 5 (1955), 3-12 pl. 1 [c]
Hierakonpolis. Main Deposit.
v.194A
Pictographs on slate palette of Narmer, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 14716.

see Kaplan in Israel Exploration Journal 6 (1956), 260
vii.372A
Block with name of Ramesses II, now in Tel Aviv-Yafo, Museum of Antiquities

Yeivin in Israel Exploration Journal 10 (1960), 193 cf. pl. 24 [A]
Palestine. Tell Qat. Town.
vii.372A
Vase fragment of Narmer.

Yeivin in Israel Exploration Journal 10 (1960), 198-206 pl. xxiv [B, E]
Kafr Ammar and Tarkhan. Various.
v.372A

Dothan in Israel Exploration Journal 13 (1963), 107 n. 47 pl. 15 [C]
Beni Hasan. Tomb 3, Khnemhotp III.
Omit. (iv.128(20))
Girl spinning.

Dothan in Israel Exploration Journal 13 (1963), 110 n. 50 pl. 16 [A] (from Winlock)
Thebes. TT 280, Meketre.
i.361A
Model, spinning and weaving, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 46723.

Dothan in Israel Exploration Journal 13 (1963), 111 n. 51 pl. 16 [B]
Gîrga. Miscellaneous.
v.39A
Model, spinners and weavers, Middle Kingdom, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 30.7.3.
Leibovitch in Israel Exploration Journal 18 (1968), 127 fig. 1
Deir el-Bersha Tomb 5. Ahanakht.
v.182(9)A
Name of griffin from scene of mythological animals.

Leibovitch in Israel Exploration Journal 18 (1968), 128 fig. 3 (from Baltimore Journal ix, p. 47 figs. 6, 7)
8
Wand of Merisenbes, daughter of Nubenib, Dyn. XII, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art,
26.7.1288.

see Dothan in Israel Exploration Journal 18 (1968), 253
Tel Ashdod.
vii.372A
Fragment of Egyptian stela.

see Dothan in Israel Exploration Journal 19 (1969), 244
Tel Ashdod.
vii.372A
Inscribed lintel fragment, probably Dyn. XIX.

see Gophna in Israel Exploration Journal 20 (1970), 225
Palestine, Nahal Besor (Wadi Ghurre).
vii.370A
Six clay sealings, Early Dynastic.

Lipschitz in Israel Exploration Journal 22 (1972), 158 pl. 27 [A, B]
Timna Valley.
vii.382A
Rock-stela Ramess....., with Ramesses III offering to Hathor.

Avner in Israel Exploration Journal 22 (1972), 158 pl. 27 [c]
Wâdi Rodeid.
vii.382A
Cartouches of Ramesses III on rock.

see Dever in Israel Exploration Journal 22 (1972), 159
Tell Jazari (Gezer). Various
vii.374A
Statue-base of Sebekneferu, granite, Dyn. XII.

see Oren in Israel Exploration Journal 22 (1972), 169
Tell el-Sharî’a (Tel Sera’).
vii.371A
Four fragments of jars inscribed in hieratic, Dyn. XIX.
see Dothan and Ben-Tor in Israel Exploration Journal 22 (1972), 208
Cyprus. Athieno.
vii.404A
Bronze seal ring with Egyptian hieroglyphs

see Aharoni et al in Israel Exploration Journal 22 (1972), 243
Palestine. Tell Mashash (Tel Maes).
vii.371A
Scarab with name, probably of Sethos II, steatite.

see Israel Exploration Journal 23 (1973), 113
Wâdi Rodeid. Near Eilat.
vii.382A
Correction of the position of cartouches of Ramesses III.

see Oren in Israel Exploration Journal 23 (1973), 113
Sinai. Bir el-Ábd.
vii.366A
A jar-handle with sealings of Sethos I.

Oren and Netzer in Israel Exploration Journal 23 (1973), 253 pl. 68 [C]
Tell el-Shari’a (Tel Sera’).
vii.371A
Scarab with name of Tuthmosis III.

see Dothan in Israel Exploration Journal 23 (1973), 138 [top]
Palestine. Deir el-Balah.
vii.370A
Scarabs of Tuthmosis III, Amenophis III, Tuthmosis IV, Amenophis III and Teye, Sethos I (?) and Ramesses II.

Amiran in Israel Exploration Journal 24 (1974), 4-6 with pl. i fig. 1 [1]
Palestine. Tell ’Arad.
vii.371A
Pottery vase fragment with name of Nar (Namer).

Amiran in Israel Exploration Journal 24 (1974), 5-6 n. 4 fig. 1 [3]
Palestine. Tell Gašt.
vii.372A
Pottery vase fragment with name of Nar (Namer).

Stern in Israel Exploration Journal 24 (1974), 267 pl. 58 [c]
Tel Mevorakh (Tell Mubarak).
vii.376A
Scarab of Tuthmosis III.

Giveon in Israel Exploration Journal 25 (1975), 247 pl. 27 [A]
South of Gaza
vii.371A
Block with cartouches of Ramesses II, in Hecht colln.

Giveon in Israel Exploration Journal 25 (1975), 248 pl. 27 [B]
South of Gaza
vii.371A
Block with name of Ramesses II, in Dayan colln.

see Amiran in Israel Exploration Journal 26 (1976), 45-6
Tell ’Arad.
vii.371A
Pottery vase-fragment with name of Nar (Narmer).

see Amiran in Israel Exploration Journal 26 (1976), 45-6 pl. 9 [A, B]
Kafir Ammar and Tarkhan. Various
iv.86A

Biran in Israel Exploration Journal 26 (1976), 55 pl. 12 [D]
Palestine. Tel Dan.
vii.382A
Scarab of Ramesses II.

Giveon in Israel Exploration Journal 31 (1981), 168-71 pl. 28 [B] fig. 1
Serabit el-Khâdim. Miscellaneous
vii.365A
Stela of [Sher]in-shema, with Hathor Mistress of Turquoise, New Kingdom.

Giveon in Israel Exploration Journal 34 (1984), 154-5 pl. 19 fig. 1
Serabit el-Khâdim. Miscellaneous
vii.365A
Lower part of kneeling statuette of Renefsonb, sandstone, temp. Amenemhet III, in private colln. in Israel.

Redford in Israel Exploration Journal 36 (1986), 193-4 pls. 22 [C], 23 [A]
Karnak. Great Temple. Court I. West Wall, Outer Face.
ii².133(494)A
II, 1, Ramesses II on foot binding captives (cartouches altered to Sethos II).

Redford in Israel Exploration Journal 36 (1986), 194-6 pls. 23 [B], 24
Karnak. Great Temple. Court I. West Wall, Outer Face.
ii.132(491)A
II, Prince Khaemweset with horse-team.

Redford in Israel Exploration Journal 36 (1986), 196 pl. 25
ii.133(494)A
King in chariot and captives in II, 2.

Redford in Israel Exploration Journal 36 (1986), 192-6 pl. 26 [A]
ii.133(493)A
[Ramesses II] attacking fort of Ascalon.

Ventura in Israel Exploration Journal 37 (1987), 106-9, 113-15 pl. 8
Deir el-Balah.
vii.370A
Two stelae, of Amenemwia and of Hapi, New Kingdom, in Jerusalem, Israel Museum, 82.2.864 and 1056.

Ventura in Israel Exploration Journal 37 (1987), 109-11 [3], 113-15 pl. 9 [A]
Deir el-Balah.
vii.370A
Stela of Aapehti, New Kingdom, in Jerusalem, Israel Museum, 71.79.208.

Deir el-Balah.
vii.370A
Fragmentary stela, Osiris, seated, New Kingdom, formerly in Dayan colln.

Hestrin in Israel Exploration Journal 37 (1987), 218-19 pl. 29 [B, C]
Omit.

Ventura in Israel Exploration Journal 38 (1988), 128-38 figs. 1, 3
vii.347A
Discussion of plan.

Ventura in Israel Exploration Journal 38 (1988), 130-1 pl. 23 [D] fig. 2
vii.351A
Block, remains of scene with Tuthmosis III smiting enemy.

see Stern, E. et. al. in Israel Exploration Journal 41 (1991), 55
Palestine. Tel Dor.
vii.381A
Lion-shaped amulet with cartouche of Tuthmosis III, probably post-Dyn. XVIII.

see Artzy, M. in Israel Exploration Journal 41 (1991), 197

Lebanon. Tel Nami.
vii.383A
Pottery weight with seal impression of Amenemhet III.

Goldwasser, O. in Israel Exploration Journal 42 (1992), 47-51 figs. 1, 2
Palestine. Khirbet Duheisha
vii.375A
Two fragments of lintel, one in Jerusalem, Israel Museum, 34.2767.

Goldwasser, O. in Israel Exploration Journal 42 (1992), 49-50 fig. 3 (from Vandier)
803-044-570
Round-topped stela, bottom part lost, Seth as Seth-headed sphinx, and below, Ramesses II censing and offering flowers to Astarte, temp. Ramesses II, in Paris, Musée du Louvre, E.26017.

Barkay, G. in Israel Exploration Journal 46 (1996), 23-9 figs. 4-6
Jerusalem.
vii.373A
Fragment with head of Seth and remains of text, now in Jerusalem, École Biblique.

Jerusalem.
vii.373A
Lower part of seated statuette of a god, probably Ptah, New Kingdom.

Sweeney, D. in Israel Exploration Journal 48 (1998), 38-53 figs. 1, 2
Tell el-Hosn (Beisan).
vii.380A
Relief fragment, man seated on folding chair, incomplete, Dyn. XX.

Israel Exploration Journal 49 (1999)
Nothing for Top. Bibl.

Israel Exploration Journal 50 (2000)
Nothing for Top. Bibl.

%see Rainey, A. F. in Israel Exploration Journal 51 (2001), 57-66
Verso, ‘Israel stela’, with victory text, Libyan war, year 5 of Memphite.
ii.448A
Stela of Amenophis III, granite, originally in his Temple, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 34025.

%Rainey, A. F. in Israel Exploration Journal 51 (2001), 69 fig. 1 (from Yurco)
I, Remains of battle scene with chariots
i².133(493)A
Two registers

%Rainey, A. F. in Israel Exploration Journal 51 (2001), 70, 72 fig. 2 (from Wreszinski)
II, King in chariot attacking fort of Ascalon
Karnak. Great Temple. Court I. West Wall.
i².133(493)A
Two registers

%Rainey, A. F. in Israel Exploration Journal 51 (2001), 70, 72 figs. 3, 6 (from Wreszinski and Yurco)
I, King in chariot charging foes (including man on horseback before fort)
Karnak. Great Temple. Court I. West Wall.
i².132-3(491)A
Two registers

%Rainey, A. F. in Israel Exploration Journal 51 (2001), 70-1 fig. 4 (from Yurco)
II, King on foot (cartouches changed to Merneptah) attacking fort, with waiting chariot behind him and captives below it
Karnak. Great Temple. Court I. West Wall.
i².132-3(491)A
Two registers

Rainey, A. F. in Israel Exploration Journal 51 (2001), 72 fig. 5
Karnak. Great Temple. Court I. West Wall.
i².132A
View of outer face showing position of scenes

%Rainey, A. F. in Israel Exploration Journal 51 (2001), 74 fig. 7 (from Yurco)
II, 2 Row of turbaned Beduin (beneath horses)
Karnak. Great Temple. Court I. West Wall.
i².133(494)A
(494) Two registers <<<>

Israel Exploration Journal 52 (2002)
Nothing for Top. Bibl.

Nothing for Top. Bibl.
Nothing for Top. Bibl.

Israel Exploration Journal 55 (2005)
Nothing for Top. Bibl.

Israel Exploration Journal 56 (2006)
Nothing for Top. Bibl.

Nothing for Top. Bibl.

Not yet seen
<><>

Nothing for Top. Bibl.